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地址 Ghani Group 
Headquarter 
40-L Model town extension 
Sheikpura Road 
Lahore 54000 

国家 巴基斯坦

产品/机械
Float Glass

Ghani Float is clear, high quality, bubble free, layers free, distortion free and 100% pure glass. Ordinary glass is a low quality glass bearing a lot of
distortion, layers and bunch of bubbles, etc. 

Ghani Clear 
Ghani Clear, crystal clear and high quality float glass is a perfection created by GGL. Our superior quality float is the first priority of architects, builders,
interior designers and civil planners for usage in interior and exteriors. Standing as leaders in glass, we hold the highest market share in the country. 

Ghani Green 
Ghani Green, the first ever green float glass of Pakistan, made in Pakistan, had been launched by Ghani Float. This green float glass is available in all
thicknesses from 2 mm to 12 mm. Ghani Float did a tremendous effort from of going into color float glass successfully within just one year of its
operations. Ghani Green has saved a lot of foreign exchange for the country, as the imports of green float glass from outside of Pakistan almost
stopped. 

Ghani Brown 
At Ghani Glass Limited, innovation is our stance and R&D is our tradition. Keeping in line with this vision, Ghani Float has released the second color in
its float glass range. This is a break through not only in the Pakistan´s history but also worldwide that a float glass manufacture has given two colors to
the market within two years time of its inception. The brand name for the brown float glass is Ghani Brown, which is also available throughout Pakistan
in full range of sizes and thicknesses from 2mm to 12mm. 

Ghani Reflective 
Ghani successfully launched Ghani reflective (Brown & Green reflective glass range), serving to exterior and interior décor needs of architects and
builders. Ghani reflective has gained marvelous reputation and brilliance in a short span of time and has become the first choice of builders, architects
and civil engineers for desired applications of reflective glass.

***

Glass Container for food, beverage and cosmetics

Containers Glass packaging by GGL is shaped up with comprehensive quality assurance, according to international glass containers manufacturing
standards and are in line with all relevant International glass containers manufacturing quality standards. The glass containers manufacturing plants of
Ghani were the first to implement GMP standards (good manufacturing practices). All glass containers being manufactured are USP type III and are in
strict adherence to internationally renowned manufacturing standards and procedures for safety and environment control.

Product Specifications 

Food Jars Range - Flint 
Food Bottles Range - Flint 
Beverages Bottles Range - Flint 
Beverages Bottles Range - Green 
 

***

Pharmaceutical Containers 

Containers Glass packaging by GGL is shaped up with comprehensive quality assurance, according to international glass containers manufacturing
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standards and are in line with all relevant International glass containers manufacturing quality standards. The pharmaceutical glass containers
manufacturing plants of Ghani were the first to implement GMP standards (good manufacturing practices) which is the basis requirement of all
pharmaceutical companies of the region. All glass containers being manufactured are USP type III and are in strict adherence to internationally
renowned manufacturing standards and procedures for safety and environment control.

 

Product Specifications

Bottles/Syrups Range - Amber
Liquid Range - Clear
Droppers Range - Amber
Tablets/Jars Range - Amber
Vials Range - Amber 
 

Company Profile of Ghani Group

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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